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https://learn.extension.org/events/2581 

Personal Finance Professional Ethics & 
Standards of Practice - A Professional Dialogue 
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Connecting military family service providers  
and Cooperative Extension professionals to research  

and to each other through engaging online learning opportunities 
 

www.extension.org/militaryfamilies 
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Jerry Buchko,  MA, AFC® 
 

Over 18 years of experience as financial counselor, including nearly 14 
years in the employee assistance field prior to private practice 
 
Has provided financial counseling to clients from a diverse range of life 
circumstances, including military service members and their families 
 
B.A. in Psychology, an M.A. in Counseling Psychology, and an Accredited 
Financial Counselor (AFC®)  
 
Serves as Practitioner Consultant with the Military Families Learning 
Network (MFLN) Personal Finance team 

Dr. Michael Gutter 
 

Associate Dean and State Program Leader for 4-H, Families and Communities for 
the Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences at the University of Florida  
 
His BS is in Family Financial Management and his PhD is in Family Resource 
Management from The Ohio State University with a specialization in Finance  
 
Gutter’s research focuses on examining how socioeconomic status, financial 
education, personal psychology, and financial socialization are related to financial 
behaviors 
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•  Ethics Overview 
•  Review of AFCPE (AFC) & Fincert (CPFC) 

Codes of Ethics 
•  Discussion of Case Studies 

Webinar Objectives 
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Ethics Overview 
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•  What are ethics? 
 

•  When we say that someone or something 
is ethical, what do we mean? 
 

•  Why are ethics important? 
 

Ethics Overview 
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Relevant because:  
 

•  It’s intimately grounded in who we are.  
 
Whether we’ve formally studied ethics or given it 
much conscious thought, we have developed a set of 
ethics over time. 

 
•  It’s intimately grounded in our work with clients.  

 
We have practice standards because they help 
ensure that how we go about our practice is 
congruent with our ethical standards. 
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Value & characteristics of a 
productive ethical discussion 

 
•  Making considered, sound reasoned judgments is key 

to the process of discussing ethics  
 

•  Ethics discussion emphasizes the process of inquiry 
itself, rather than the conclusion 
 

•  Ethical issues are intimately associated to our most 
closely held beliefs, so can be emotionally challenging 
to discuss 
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•  Study & discussion about what people believe or think 
is right  

 
 
•  Study & discussion about what people should do or 

how they should act  
 

 
•  Study & discussion about how people take moral 

knowledge and put it into practice  

 
Descriptive or Comparative 
ethics 
 

 
Prescriptive or Normative 
ethics 
 

 
Applied ethics 
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Major Approaches to Ethical Study 



 
 

1.  Focusing on inherent traits or qualities of a 
person considered morally good, rather than on 
the nature or consequences of specific actions  

 
 
 

■  Focusing on virtues that emphasize 
creating and maintaining strong, positive 
relationships 

 

 
Virtue ethics 
 

 
Care ethics 
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3 Main Categories of Normative Ethical Approaches 
 
 



3 Main Categories of Normative Ethical Approaches 
 
 

 
 

2. Focusing on the rightness or wrongness of 
actions, rather than on the rightness or wrongness of 
their consequences, through weighing one’s duties 
and other’s rights  
 

 

○  Focusing on the mutual agreements between 
people; regards moral acts as ones we would all 
agree to if we were unbiased, and that moral 
rules are a kind of social contract 

Deontology (from the Greek 
“deon”, meaning “obligation” or 
“duty” 

 
Contractualism or Social Contract 
Theory 
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3. Focusing on the outcomes to determine whether an 
act is good  
 
 

○  Focusing on maximizing the amount of positive 
outcomes, e.g. happiness, and minimizing the 
amount of negative outcomes, e.g. suffering 

 

 
Consequentialism 
 

Utilitarianism 
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3 Main Categories of Normative Ethical Approaches 
 
 



Person(s) 
 

Inherent characteristics or Virtues 
 

Virtues that Care about creating & 
maintaining positive relationships 

 
 

Act(s) 
 

     Rightness or wrongness of 
the actions themselves from the 

standpoint of duty, obligation, 
and the rights of others 

(Deontology) 
 

Actions from the standpoint of 
the rules as Social Contracts we 

make with one another  
 

Consequence(s) 
 

Rightness or wrongness of the 
Consequences of those actions 

 
Maximizing positive 

consequences & minimizing 
negative consequences 

(Utilitarian) 
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Let’s Take a Poll 
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By Way of Example… A Review 
of AFCPE (AFC) & Fincert 
(CPFC) Codes of Ethics 
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AFCPE (AFC) Code of Ethics 
 
     Counselors certified by AFCPE® pledge to maintain the following ethical standards: 
 

•  Conduct myself in a credible manner, striving for excellence in providing services with 
competence, diligence, promptness and care to the best of my ability. 

•  Grow in professional practices, keeping abreast of industry developments and striving to 
improve my professional competency through continuing education. 

•  Exhibit personal and professional honesty and integrity in advising and counseling 
clients. 

•  Recognize my limitations and refer clients when appropriate. 

•  Maintain high standards of ethical conduct according to the objectives of the institution 
with which I am affiliated. 

•  Respect the privacy of clients and the confidentiality of the client/counselor relationship 
in all matters pertaining to the course of professional service, revealing client 
information of any kind to others only with the expressed, informed consent of the client. 
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●  Accept compensation that is fair and reasonable, and assist clients in finding other 
services if my fees are not affordable. 

●  Avoid any act or omission which violates the relevant criminal laws of any State of the 
United States or any province, territory, or jurisdiction of any other country. 

●  Report any felony related to the practice of the profession or which brings disrepute to the 
profession or any lesser crime which involves misrepresentation, fraud, extortion, 
misappropriation or theft or any conspiracy to commit such a crime to the AFCPE® 
Executive Board. 

●  Report any professional suspension by a governmental or industry self-regulatory 
authority of a license. 

●  Make no false or misleading statements to the Executive Board of AFCPE®, its 
Certification Program Committee or its Professional Review Board. 

●  Respond in a timely fashion to all requests of the Executive Board of AFCPE®, its 
Certification Program Committee or its Professional Review Board. 

 

 

(Source: http://www.afcpe.org/postcert/code-of-ethics/ ) 
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Fincert (CPFC) Code of Ethics 
 
     The Governing Body has approved the following Code of Ethics for Applicants and Certificants. 
     Applicants and Certificants Shall: 
 

•  Conduct all activities in a lawful manner consistent with the highest standards of honesty, 
integrity and ethics. 

•  Exercise reasonable and prudent professional judgment and act in the best interests of 
the client. 

•  Endeavor to perform services in an efficient and economical way for the client’s benefit. 

•  Stay current in the subject matter for which they are certified and generally in the field of 
personal finance. 

•  Offer advice only in areas of professional competence. 

•  Exhibit conduct that reflects positively upon the profession. 

•  Use the Fincert.org Seal and/or Certification Marks in compliance with the Certification 
Policies and Standards 

 

        (Source: https://fincert.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/CFC-Certification-Policies-and-Standards-Final.pdf ) 
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Case Studies 
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Case Study #1 
 
A client you've been working with has been very pleased with 
the help you've provided him in becoming more 
knowledgeable and effective with his day-to-day money and 
bill management.  
 
He shares that he's been worried about the performance of 
his TSP and would like your help with reviewing and adjusting 
his TSP asset allocation.  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Case Study #2 
 
While employed as a financial counselor in a community 
financial counseling agency, you overhear a co-worker, also a 
financial counselor employed at the agency, using a work 
phone to schedule appointments and provide guidance to 
private practice clients on a number of occasions throughout 
the work day between sessions working with the agency’s 
clients.  
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Case Study #3 
 
You begin working with a client who is divorcing and seeking 
some personal finance guidance, and you learn the divorce is 
adversarial.  
 
The next week you meet with another prospective client who 
is also looking for financial guidance because of divorce, and 
you eventually realize this person is the spouse of the client 
you've begun working with.  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Case Study #4 
 
A mortgage lending agent you’ve met through professional 
networking at your local Chamber of Commerce thinks the 
financial counseling and/or coaching you offer could really help 
her clients better prepare and qualify for mortgages, and to more 
successfully manage the mortgages they get.  
 
She offers to refer clients to you, and she asks if you would offer a 
small referral fee in return, given that referrals would represent a 
financial value to you as a small business person. 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Case Study #5 
 
You’re a financial counselor working in a community lending 
institution providing money and debt management guidance to the 
institution’s members.  
 
You start working with a member who presents with debt 
management concerns, and learn that one of the member’s credit 
card debts is held by the institution.  
 
From the member’s description of his current life circumstances it 
sounds likely he may need to declare bankruptcy including on the 
credit card debt owed to the institution, your employer. 
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Case Study #6 
 
You are approached by two different clients, one who has limited 
income and another who is earning quite well, but both are 
seeking money and debt management guidance.  
 
You work on a fee for service basis. 
 
How might you determine a fair and reasonable fee to offer these 
prospective clients? What are your reasons? 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Standards of Practice 
 

Operationally our practices/responsibilities do not 
operate the same 

 

Consider the CFP® Board of Standards 
●  Establishing and defining the relationship with a client   

●  Gathering client data    

●  Analyzing and evaluating the client's financial status  

●  Developing and presenting financial planning recommendations 

●  Implementing the financial planning recommendations 

●  Monitoring   
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A current example of why Ethics and 
Standards are so important 
 
●  Is an adviser acting as a fiduciary? 

●  This is when an adviser is working solely in your best interest, and is not 

conflicted by compensation arrangements that may encourage him/her to 

steer one into investments that are more profitable for the adviser.  

○  Includes retirement plan advisers 

○  Even though we do not provide investment advice, important for us to 

consider if there are reasons for recommending certain choices. 
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Readings: 
 
 

●  AFCPE.org, (2016). AFCPE - Code of Ethics. Retrieved 6 July 
2016, from http://www.afcpe.org/postcert/code-of-ethics/ 
 

●  AFCPE.org, (2016). AFCPE - Standards of Practice. 
 

●  Fincert.org, (2016). Policies and Procedures - Certification 
Policies and Standards. Retrieved 6 July 2016, from 
https://fincert.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/CFC-
Certification-Policies-and-Standards-Final.pdf  
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Additional Reading: 
 
 

●  Ethical Decision Making - Ethics Resources - Markkula Center for 
Applied Ethics - Santa Clara University (2016). Retrieved 7 July 
2016, from 
https://www.scu.edu/ethics/ethics-resources/ethical-decision-
making/  
 

●  Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2016). Retrieved 7 July 
2016, from http://www.iep.utm.edu/  

 
●  Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy. (2016). Retrieved 7 July 

2016, from http://plato.stanford.edu/index.html 
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What is one significant thing   
you learned today? 
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Connect with MFLN Personal Finance Online! 

MFLN Personal Finance 

MFLN Personal Finance @MFLNPF 

PF SMS icons PF SMS  
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MFLN	  Intro	  
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We invite MFLN Service Provider Partners 
 to our private LinkedIn Group! 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8409844 

DoD 
Branch Services 

Reserve 
Guard 

Cooperative 
Extension 



Evaluation and  
Continuing Education Credits/Certificate 

MFLN Personal Finance is offering 1.5 CEUs for 
AFC-credentialed participants and CPFC-
credentialed participants for today’s webinar. 
 
Please complete the evaluation and post-test at: 
https://vte.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0iivBjD0ZmN2MpD 
 
Must pass post-test with an 80% or higher to 
receive certificate. 
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Personal Finance Upcoming Event 

Credit & Debt Issues for Military Families 
 

•  Date: Tuesday, September 20 
•  Time:  11 a.m. Eastern 
•  Location: learn.extension.org/events/2582 

 
 
 

For more information on MFLN Personal Finance go to:  
https://blogs.extension.org/militaryfamilies/category/personal-finance/ 34 



www.extension.org/62581 
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